
BADMINTON ESSAY

Badminton is a sport for two or four people. The game is either one player against one player or a team of two players
against another team of two players.

Many of them watch these sports on TV, and many buy tickets to their games and matches. If you do not want
to wear uncomfortable uniforms. Unfortunately, you cannot join all of the sports at the same time such as:
basketball, soccer, football, softball, volleyball, and many more. The most interesting thing about playing
badminton is that the more you play, the more, you feel challenged by your opponent. Doubles- a match where
there is only one player on each of the opposing sides. Anyone can play badminton, it, not just a sport,
badminton helps me stay active throughout each day. A Brief History of Badminton Essay A Brief History of
Badminton Essay Words Jul 9th, 9 Pages A Brief History of Badminton A badminton like game was known in
ancient Greece and Egypt - a game called battledore and shuttlecock - in which two players hit a feathered
shuttlecock back and forth with tiny rackets. If you want to play a sport that is not too hard, but not easy. My
friends and I have played in several competitions, but I had never reached the finals until recently when I was
the finalist in the Austria badminton open tournament for teenagers, I was second runners up. When playing
there are six main shots these are the serve, the clear, the drop, the smash, the backhand drive and the forehand
drive. Get Essay The British army officers were very much fascinated by the game, and so they introduced in
England sometime between and  You score in badminton by hitting the shuttlecock with your racquet and the
shuttlecock lands in your opponents side of the court. In the s it was adopted by British Army officers
stationed in India. In the s it was adopted by British Army officers stationed in India. If you do not want to
play outside on a hot, sunny day. The sport is played by either two opposing players singles or two opposing
pairs doubles. He took it upon himself to ensure that all his children developed their athletic skills. The court
is divided into half using a net. Indian subcontinent hadâ€¦. Since we're playing indoors in gym class wind
speed won't affect the shuttlecock in air. Then join badminton. Think carefully of what sport you truly want to
join. Originating from the ancient game of Battledore and â€¦show more contentâ€¦ A net is fixed across the
middle of the court, with the top edge of the net set to a height of 5 ft 1. The game was called "Poona" in India
during the 18th Century. Players need a lot of energy to ensure that the shuttlecock crosses over the net
towards the opposite direction. Badminton is like tennis; the only difference is that the net is raised higher and
the ball is lighter. He influenced my attitude toward playing badminton. Players were supposed to hit the
shuttlecock with the bat and keep it in the air as long as possible, and the object of the game was to keep it
from touching the ground. A rally in sports is when a "Ball" goes over the net multiple times without the
"Ball" going out of bounds or anybody scores. In , the first Badminton Association was formed. A fault
Occurs when the shuttle: lands outside the court; passes through or under the net; does not pass over the net;
touches the roof, ceiling or any side walls; touches a player or player's clothing; touches any person or object
out of bounds; is caught, held and slung on the racket; is hit twice in a row by the same player on the same
play; or if both partners in doubles hit the shuttle before it is returned to the other side. Only the serving side
can win a point. At the end of the game, there has to be a winner, this makes the battle more exciting. The
players hit the shuttlecock back and forth over the net with the rackets. If the serving side fails to return the
shuttlecock, it losses the serve; if the receiving side fails to return the shuttlecock, it losses the point and must
receive again. The officers took the game back to England, where it became a success at a party given by the
Duke of Beaufort in at his estate called "Badminton" in Gloucestershire. I fought against this ideology. This
sport can be played with either two or four players How High where the goal of each player in a game is to
win a rally Simple. It is responsible for the promotion and he development of the game in the country.


